Quick User Guide Devilbiss Concentrator 1025KS

1. Position the unit near an electrical outlet and at least 2 feet from the wall or any obstruction.
2. Check air inlet filter at the back of the device – ensure that it’s clean.
3. Connect the power outlet (3 pin plug) from the AVS 30 to the power outlet.
4. Fill the humidifier bottle in with distilled water [do not exceed the maximum line or lower than the minimum line.]
5. Install the humidifier bottle onto the oxygen outlet. See image attached.
6. Turn on the main switch, wait for the AVS 30 (surge protector) indicator light to turn “Green.”
   
   **For emergency purposes only:**
   
   a) **Press the yellow “BYPASS” button on the AVS then the indicator will light Green.**
7. Press the concentrator power switch to ON (I) to turn on the device.
8. All three lights (Service Required “Red”, Low Oxygen “Yellow” and Normal Oxygen “Green”) on the front panel should turn on and then off except the Normal oxygen “Green”.
   
   **NOTE:** If System indicator “Red” or Low O₂ indicator “Yellow” are lighting or device is alarming. **DO NOT USE THE DEVICE.**
9. Adjust oxygen output flow between 1-10 LPM according to patient needs. Clockwise -increase flow counter clockwise – reduce flow.
   
   a) Note: Watch for bubbles in the humidifier bottle.
10. Connect the oxygen tubing from the outlet of the humidifier bottle to the patient.
11. Record hours of use and Oxygen purity on the chart provided.
12. Switch off the device when treatment is completed. Pour away distilled water.
13. Wipe the device clean using soft moist cloth. Wash the course filter when dirty.